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It is shown that electromagnetic waves whose spectrum is located near the Doppler-shifted cyclotron
resonance frequencies can exist in metals with an open Fermi surface located in a magnetic field.
The spectrum, polarization, damping, and excitation of such waves are investigated. The results of
the theoretical investigation are qualitatively compared with recent experiments on the size effect in
copper.

1. INTRODUCTION
In many recent papers(l-lO] it is shown that there
exists in metals unique electromagnetic waves called
dopplerons. The specfra of these waves are localized
near the cyclotron-resonance threshold which is shifted
as a result of the Doppler effect
CiJ=Q-k.v,.

(1.1)

Here w is the wave frequency, k z is the projection of
its wave vector on the direction of the constant magnetic field H, n is the cyclotron frequency, and Vz is
the velocity component averaged over the period of the
cyclotron rotation of the electrons in the magnetic
field. The values of a and Vz correspond to that section (or point) of the Fermi surface where the average
displacement per period along the vector H, equal to
u = 27TVZ /a, is extremal. The first to point out the
possibility, in principle, of the existence of a dopperlon
were McGrodd&l Stanford, and Stern(lJ and Overhauser
and Rodriguez 2. They considered the propagation of
the doppleron in an alkali metal along a magnetic field,
and have shown that the magnetic-field interval in which
this wave exists is exceedingly small and amounts to
only about half of one per cent of the threshold field.
The same papers(1,2], and later on the articles by
Chambers and Skobov[3] and by Falk, Gerson, and
Carolan [4], considered also other Fermi-surface
models, for which the region of the existence of the
doppleron turned out to be much broader. The reason
is that the Singularities of the Fourier components of
the conductivity turned out to be stronger in the models
considered in[3,4] than in an alkali metal. Subsequently,
Konstantinov, Skobov, Fisher, et al.[5,6] have shown,
using cadmium as an example, that the role of the
doppleron can be greatly enhanced in a compensated
metal in which the electron and hole densities are equal
and there is no Hall effect in a strong magnetic field.
The question of dopplerons in cadmium was investigated.
also by Naberezhnykh et al.[7,8]. Finally, Konstantinov
and Skobov[9,lO] have predicted the existence of doppIeron solutions of Maxwell's equations for a wave
propagating in an alkali metal almost perpendicularly
to the direction of the magnetic field.

field, with an amplitude that varies slowly with distance
(the so-called mechanism of focusing ineffective electrons[l2]). A doppleron in an oblique magnetic field[9,1O]
supplements the picture of the trajectory penetration
due to the focusing of the effective electrons from the
vicinity of the limiting point[l3]. It is shown in[l3] that a
drift-type anomalous penetration of the electromagnetic
field takes place also in a magnetic field parallel to the
surface of the metal. In this case the drift motion of
electrons into the interior of the sample is due to the
existence of an open Fermi surface. Unlike all the
other cases of anomalous penetration, the amplitude of
the spatial harmonic that penetrates into the metal
turned out to be independent of the coordinate. A similar "focusing of ineffective electrons" on an open
Fermi surface, when the magnetic field is parallel to
the boundary of the metal, was observed experimentally
in cadmium 114] and copper[l5 J• The harmonic character
of the dependence of the amplitude of the transmitted
wave on the coordinate (or the magnetic field) points to
a close connection between the considered mechanism
of the trajectory penetration and a wave solution of the
doppleron type.
In the present paper we investigate the possibility of
propagation of a weakly damped wave in the vicinity of
the threshold of the Doppler-shifted resonance (1.11),
due to electrons by the open Fermi surface. It is shown
that under definite requirements imposed on the Fermi
surface, such solutions do indeed exist and the penetrating harmonics of the field correspond to roots of
the dispersion equation for the eigenwave in the metal.
In other words, the anomalous penetration is in this
case not of the trajectory type, but constitutes an assembly of dopplerons, Le., of electromagnetic eigenwave due to drift motion of "ineffective" electrons on
open periodic orbits.

It should be noted that the properties of the doppIeron as a electromagnetic eigenwave in a metal are
closely connected with the singularities of anomalous
electromagnetic-field penetration of the trajectory
type[ll]. Thus, dopplerons in a magnetic field normal
to the surface of the metal [1-8] go over below threshold
into quasi-harmonic oscillations of the electromagnetic

2. MODEL OF THE FERMI SURFACE
As the model of the open Fermi surface we choose
the figure of revolution shown in Fig. 1. It is obtained
by rotating a periodiC system of interconnected circular arcs about the axis Px. The centers of the individual circles lie on the axis of this corrugated cylinder.
The radius of the circle will be deSignated Po, and the
period of the surface will be deSignated b, with
b < 2po. The axis pz is chosen along the projection of
the momentum on the direction of the magnetic field H
parallel to the z axis. The intersections of the Fermi
surface with the planes I pz I < por (where r = 1
- b 2/ 4pg)1/ 2) are open periodic curves; the intersec-
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is realized in metals of the first group (copper, silver,
gold) in the zeroth approximation in the pseudopotential.
In the subsequent calculations we shall assume that
the thickness of the layer of the open orbits is small,
i.e.,
r = (1-. b' /4po') ". < 1.

FIG. I. Model of open Fermi at surface.

tions with I pz I > por, on the other hand, break up into
a periodically-repeating system of circles that are not
interconnected. If we choose the origin at the center of
one of the spheres, then the electron dispersion law
within the confines of one period is given by
e(p) "" (P.'+P.'+p.')/2m = eo,

(2.1)

21p" <b,

where m is the effective mass of the electron. The
electrons belonging to both sections of the Fermi, surface execute in coordinate space a finite periodic motion in the direction of the axis, and their motion in the
y direction is infinite. Let us determine the period of
the corresponding finite and periodic motion on the
open orbits in momentum space. According to(16] we
have
c ·4' dp.
me ·S/l
dp.
me.
b
T = - j --~=2-arCSlll'":l:-7"""-:----:~
eH _bIZ"
v
eH -bIZ (p 0, - p a: • - p:It') 'I.
eH
2 (p 0, - p ') 'I. •
I:

(2.2)
Here c is the velocity of light, e is the absolute value
of the electron charge, and v = aE/ap is the electron
velocity. The cyclotron mass Il is obviously equal to
I'

= ma.,

a.

= le' arcsin[b /2(po' - p.')'I·l.

Vo =

Vo =po / m.

3. CONDUCTIVITY TENSOR
We calculate first the contribution made to the
Fourier component of the conductivity tensor aik by
the open periodic orbits on the corrugated cylinder.
According to[17 J, the general expression for aik is
(0)

alA

=

.

-.

ii.=bI2nl'.

x exp[l("; - -r)]cos [

~

I

S· d't"v,(-r) S'"
d-r v.(-r )
_11:

_OIl

(3.1)
1 = v; ioo,

d't""v.('t"") ],

where II is the frequency of the collisions between the
electrons and the scatterers. We are interested in
dopplerons having an extraordinary polarization (E z
= 0). We therefore confine ourselves to calculation of
the tensor components a/lll that are transverse with
respect to the vector H (Il, II = x, y). We obtain an
asymptotic expression for all II in the limiting case of
strong magnetic fields, when

III

=

I (v -

ioo) I Q I < 1.

(3.2)

It is convenient to transform the expression for a~

with the aid of a Fourier expansion of the quantity
v,('t")ex p { -ikQ-t

j d-r'[v.(-r')- v.l}

t

=

o

(2.4)
Won

(2.5)

These formulas show that an electron moving along an
open periodic orbit executes infinite motion along the
y axis. It is easy to see that the displacement of these
electrons within a period T in the x direction does not
depend on pz and is equal to
u=ii,T=cb/eH.

".s' dp'Q
I'
-Po"

= (2n)-t

It is seen from (2.4) that
ii.=(2n)-'S v.('t")d't"-O,

2e2.
(2nli)'

Wxn

exp(in .. )

(3.3)

n __ oo

The Fourier coefficients wxn are given by

vo{1- p,' / Po')'" sin (a.'t"),

V. - vo(1 - p,' / Po')'" cos (a.'t"),

In addition, analysis shows that for a doppleron solution to exist it is necessary to have in some cases,
besides a corrugated cylinder, also at least one more
electron group. We assume for this group a Fermisphere model with radius PI and effective mass m,.

(2.3)

We introduce the dimensionless time (phase) of
electron motion along an open periodic orbit, dT
= 271dt/T (T varies from -71 to 71 within the limits of
one period). Then the electron velocity components Vx
and Vy can be expressed in terms of T in the form

(2.7)

(2.6)

We note that the transverse velocity components Vx
and Vy in the model chosen by us experience jumps at
the kink points I Px I = b/2, 3b/2" ... The cyclotron
mass on the closed orbits of the considered open Fermi
surface (I pz I > Por) coincides with m, and Vx = Vy = O.

J

j d't"'[v.{'t"')- v.l }.

-.

0

d't"vo{'t")exp{ - in't" - tkQ-'

(3.4)

If we express the cosine in (3.1) in terms of the halfsum of two exponentials and take formula (3.3) into
account, then the integration with respect to T and 7'
is elementary, and

1:-

[1

(0)
2ne' S·
. I'
a", = -Ii( dp,2:t )'
Qn __ ~ 'Y+i(q-n)

1]' IWonl'. (3 5)
+ 'Y-i(q-n)
•

It is seen from this expression that in the limiting

case

I/'I ~

0 the conductivity has singularities at
q ... ku/2ll=n,

n=O, ±1, ±2, ....

(3.6)

As will be shown below, the spectrum of different dopplerons becomes localized near one of these singularities. Therefore the quantity k in (3.4) can be replaced
with the aid of (3.6), after which the term -im in the
argument of the exponential cancels out the term with
Vy. If we substitute in (3.4) the explicit expressions
(2.4) for Vx(T) and Vy(T), and also take the inequality
(2.7) into account, then we can easily verify that

It should be pointed out that this Fermi-surface
model is the simplest one for the analysis of the doppIeron properties. In particular, it is much more convenient for the calculation of the conductivity-tensor
components than a Fermi surface made up by rotating
a sinusoid about the Px axis. The reason is that in the
chosen model there are no hyperbolic limiting points in
the pz direction, at which the cyclotron mass beomes
infinite. On the other hand, an open surface of this type

where J is a Bessel function. In the evaluation of the
integral with respect to pz in (3.5) we can neglect the
dependence of Il/n. on Pz, by virtue of (2.7), and take
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(3.7)
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this ratio outside the integral sign at pz = O. We then
obtain for a~ the following asymptotic expression,
which is valid near the singularity (3.6):
(0)_

Oxx -

3N oe'/,'(nn) ()
<p ~ , . 2<p(M= j(6.)+ f(- M,
2flo(v-iID)

"I'
a w = 1-

-2-(r' -6')'1' - -Qo6.]
- . -,
S'ds[·1n
ID+tv

,

6.

=

We present the numerical values of the tensor aJl v for
= 1:

n

q-n,

o

where No = p~/ 31T 2 n3 is the characteristic value of the
summary concentration of the electrons on the corrugated cylinder, and Jlo and no are the corresponding
values of Jl and n at pz = O.
In the calculation of the two other transverse components, a~~ = -a'y'?( and a~~, it is necessary first to
integrate by parts the integrals with respect to T and
T'in (3.1) with respect to the frequencies as many
times as the factor Vy( T) is encountered. We can then
easily obtain, using the approximations (2.7), (3.2), and
14 I «1, the following. asymptotic expressions:
3N oec
nnH 'o(nn)/,(nn)<p(6.) ,

(0)

ax,

= -

o
a"(0)_
- _. 6N e'(v-iID) 1'(
0
nn.) <p ( 6. ) .
n2.n 2J.toQo2

(3.9 )

(3.10 )

. We have neglected in (3.10) a relatively small term
(of the order of r), which results in the integration by
parts from the term outside the integral sign.
A characteristic feature of the model considered by
us is that the conductivity a!?~ does not contain the
small parameter r if the quantity 11 - no4/ (w + iv) I
is of the order of r. In other words, the smallness of
the number of electrons moving on the open periodic
orbits in p-space can be offset by the proximity to
resonance, when kvy =no + w + iv.
We proceed now to calculate the contribution made
to aJl v by the closed sections of the open Fermi surface. Since the thickness of the layer of the open
periodic orbits is small, we can assume in the calculation of the contribution from the closed orbits that the
parameter r is equal to zero, and we can use the known
expressions for the conductivity-tensor components in
the case of a spherical Fermi surface. It must be
borne in mind here that the period of the circular orbit
and the cyclotron mass on the closed section are twice
as large as 21T/no and Jlo, respectively. Consequently,
e' ~~ S" d sinBw.(s,8)w;(s,H)
B,
,

(e}
3No
O,",'V=--

4flo

a=-co

v + i(sQ ol2 - ID)

0

a= '" 0,106, axy '" -0,016, a" '" 0,880.

Wy = s><o-'/.(><o sin B),
kvo / 2Qo '" nn.

-i sin B/.'(><;sin8),

><0

=

In the approximation (3.2) for a~ it suffices to retain
one term of the sum with s = O. Then

3Noe'
2
•
. ) [<p(M/, (nn)+a xx ],
flo V-lID
(0)
(e)
3Noec
Oxy + Ox. = - - H [<p(M/o(nn)/,(nn)+axy],
nn
(e)'

(0)

axx +oxx =2 (

o~) + o~)

axx =

a xx

SdBsin'B/,'(nnsinB).

nn floQo
It was indicated at the end of the last section that

besides the open Fermi surface we consider also a
spherical surface with Fermi radius P1 and an effective mass mp The contribution to the conductivity
tensor from this surface was in essence described by
formulas (3.12)-(3.14), in which it is necessary to replace No by N1 = pf'3 1T 2 ti 3, Jlo by m1/2, no by 2n 1, v
by v 1, and all the letters 1T by 1Tp 1/ Po. The quantities
with index 1 pertain to the additional Fermi sphere.
The final expressions for the Fourier components of
the transverse conductivity are
Oxx=

ax. =

oe'
3N
(
.)

2flo V-lID
3N_
__
0 e'
_
nnfloQ,

[<p(6.)/,
z (nn)+a

o
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2flo ( -P')' b= ] ,
m, po

xx + -

[ <p(6.)/,(nn)/,(nn)+axy+
.
(P)'
~ bxy ] ,
p,

(3.17 )

CJ vu =

where bJl v differ from aJl v in that the arguments of
the Bessel functions in (3.12)-(3.14) contain the additional factor P1/ Po.
The function cp(4), which describes the resonant
contribution of the open periodic orbits, is an even
function of its argument. At small r it can therefore
be approximated by the expression
-/'
nSdB -cosB
<p ()
p ""-(3.18 )
4
p-cos8'
0

This function is real for all real values of p, with the
exception of the interval 0 < p < 1, in which a nonzero
imaginary part arises
(3.19)

1m <p(p) =-(n'/4)p(1-p')-'J.,

and describes collisionless absorption of the wave by
the electrons on the open periodic orbits. Outside this
interval, there is no collisionless absorption, i.e., the
function, cP (p) is real and its explicit expression is determined by the formulas:
n
p
p+1
<P(P)=T (p' _i)'loarctg (p' -i) 'I.

(3.12)

n

p
<P(P)=8 (i_p')'I,ln

o

Since Wy(O, e)= 0, it is necessary to take into account
all the terms in the sum over s in the remaining elements of the transverse-conductivity tensor. Expanding them in powers of (v - iw)/n o, we obtain after
simple calculations
"I'
axy= SdB sin' B/o(nnsin8)/,(nn sin8),
(3.13 )

(3.16)

6No:'~v - i~) [_ <p(6.)/o'(nn)+a.. l.

HI'
(e)

(3.15)

Thus, the total contribution to the transverse conductivity from the closed and open orbits on the corrugated cylinder is described by the following expressions:

(3.11 )

where
Wx =

(3.14)

o

(3.8)
/(6.)=

SdB sin B/o'(nnsin B).

I

l-(l-p')'I.

l+(l-p')'I.

n'

8'

I-8'n'

Ipl > 1,

(3.20 )
Ipl < 1.

A plot of the function cp(p) is shown in Fig. 2. We see
that the minimum value of the real function cp(p) in the
region where collision less damping exists is attained
at p = 0 and is equal to _1T 2/8. The derivative cp' at
this point is equal to -"". At the point p = 1 there is
an infinite discontinuity (of the logarithmic type) of
He cp(p). In the region from zero to unity there is a
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f~1

i~
I,

0

into account that the contribution made to the component A/J.v by the additional Fermi sphere, then we can
easily choose the parameters PI and mi in such a way
that the right-hand side of the dispersion equation (4.6)
turns out to be larger than _rr 2/8. In this case there is
no collisionless absorption. Thus, for example, at PI
= po and 2/J.O/ml > 7.5, the right-hand side of (4.6) is
generally positive, i.e., there exists a doppleron for
which p > 1. This means that the spectrum of the
doppleron is localized in the region where its damping
is due only to collisions of electrons with scatterers

I'

I

-IT/q -/rl/1
\
\

\
\

Cll=±

FIG. 2. Plot of the function l{i..p). The solid and dashed lines show
Re l{i..p) and 1m l{i..p), respectively.

nonzero imaginary part of the function rp(p), describing collisionless absorption of the wave.

4, SPECTRUM AND POLARIZATION OF THE
DOPPLERON
Let us find the dispersion equation for a doppleron
having extraordinary polarization (Ez = 0). Maxwell's
equation for the component E z is separated from the
equation for Ex and Ey because the off-diagonal components Uxz and Uyz are identically equal to zero in
the geometry considered by us, Therefore Maxwell's
equations for Ex and Ey can take the form
k'c'Ex =-. 4niCll (cruEx + cr""E,).

(4.1)

cr.xEx + cr •.E. =0.

(4.2)

The quantity PI
equation (4.6).

A characteristic feature of this equation is that the
terms quadratic in rp(p) in the right-hand side of (4.3)
cancel each other, and we are left only with terms
linear in rp (p) with allowance for (3.17), we obtain
<p(p)

(A= + n'~)!o'(nn) - A"l,'(nn) - 2Ax,Jo (nn) !, (nn) •

(4.4)

where
21l. (P'
Axx=a=+m, Po

)'bxx,

A .. =a.. + ( -P, )'b...
Po
n'
H'/8n (
v ).
~=--.1+i3 No80
Cll

The parameter 1: characterizing the solenoidal part of
the electric field of the wave is a small quantity to the
extent that the ratio of the magnetic pressure to the
kinetic pressure is small. Therefore, if we neglect 1:,
then the dispersion equation (4.4) describes potential
electromagnetic oscillations.
We analyze first the spectrum of such potential
oscillations (I 1: I - 0) with n = 1 in the absence of the
additional Fermi sphere (PI = 0). Then, taking (3.15)
into account, we reduce the dispersion equation (4.4)
to the form
( )

ax/, + iJuavv

'tt%

<p P = aJo'(n)-a"l,'(n)-2a,..l,(n)!,(n) "'.:....1.6<-8·

(4.6)

From (4.6) we get a somewhat unexpected result,
namely, without the additional electron groups the solution of the dispersion equation falls in the region
o < p < 1, where collisionless absorption takes place.
In other words, there is no weakly-damped doppleron
with n = 1 in this case. On the other hand, if we take
389
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is the solution of the dispersion

Ex
E.

2(v-iCll)

nnQo

<p(p)!o'(nn)-A..
<p(p)!o(nn)I,(nn)+Axy

(4.8)

Owing to the small factor (v - iw)/n o in the right-hand
side of (4.8), the wave turns out to be polarized mainly
along the y axis.
We consider now the solutions of the dispersion
equation (4.4) for multiple dopplerons with n> 1. To
simplify the analysis, we in vestigate the limiting case
of large n, when the Bessel functions in (3.12)-(3.14)
and in (4.4) can be replaced by their asymptotic forms
at large values of the argument. Then
au"'" (4nn)-'. ax,""'-n-'(2n)-'h. ayy ""'1;
!,(nn) = -!,(tIn) "'" (_1)n(n'nj-'h.

We. retain in the dispersion equation (4.4), only that
part of the components of the tensor A/J. v which is due
to the contribution of the open Fermi surface. Neglecting small terms, we represent (4.4) in the form:
()~

n 1+4nn'6

<p p ~ - 4

i - n'6

.

(4.9)

We consider the case of high frequencies w» V and
not too large values of n, for which n 2 1 !: I « 1. Equation (4.9) has a real solution only if the right-hand side
of (4.9) is larger than _rr2/8, i.e.,
(4.10)

n«n-2)'"

(4.5)

(4.7)

It is easy to determine the polarization of the doppIeron from Eq. (4.2). Substituting in it the relations
(3.17), we obtain

The dispersion equation describing the doppleron spectrum can therefore be expressed in the form
(4.3)

= const

.
kv.-Q o
-IV.
i - 2rp,/n

8nl61

.

For larger numbers n, the solution of (4.9) leads to
complex values of p, i.e., to a relatively strong collisionless damping of the dopplerons. Since the righthand side of (4.10) decreases with increasing magnetic
field, the number of dopplerons that do not experience
collisionless damping decreases with increasing H.
If n 2 11: I > 1, then the right-hand side of (4.9) is
equal to rr 2n, i.e., it is always positive and large. The
corresponding solutions (4.9) are real and are located
near p = 1. However, as we shall see in the next section, the amplitude of such harmonics excited in the
metal is inversely proportional to I drp / dp I. This means
that such dopplerons will be weakly excited by an external electromagnetic wave.

5. DOPPLERON EXCITATION
In this section we estimate the amplitudes of waves
propagating inside the metal at distances that are large
in comparison with the thickness of the skin layer.
Generally speaking, an accurate calculation of the am-
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plitudes of the different dopplerons, with allowance for
the real character of the reflection of the electrons
from the surface of the metal, is a very difficult problem. The difficulties are due to the change in the character of motion of the electrons near the interface, as
a result of which the connection between the Fourier
components of the current and of the field becomes
nonlocal. We shall therefore use the model of the socalled "antispecular" reflection[lB], in which the distribution of the electromagnetic field in a metal can be
obtained in explicit form by using only the Fourier
components of the conductivity tensor in an unbounded
metal. PhYSically, the model of antispecular reflection
is equivalent to excitation of an electromagnetic field
in an unbounded metal with the aid of an infinitely thin
"current sheet" located at y = O. Maxwell's equations
differ in this case from (4.1) and (4.2) in that in the
left-hand side of the first equation there appears an
additional term 2c 2 6 ~(O), proportional to the given
surface current. Here
6.(y) = ,,-'

J, dk cos (ky)E.(k)

(5.1 )

describes the spatial distribution of the electric field
in a metal. The Fourier component Ex(k) is given by
E.(k) = -26/(0) [k' - 4ni<tw'(0.. + 0 • .' /

OUll)

J-'.

(5.2)

In the interval (5.1), in addition to the contribution
made from the doppleron poles to (5.2), there is also a
contribution from the poles Ex(k) at large values of
k (ku » 1). The latter is a rapidly damped (over distances on the order of the thickness oa of the anomalous
skin layer) component of the electric field. At large
distances y » oa this component can be neglected and
it is necessary to take into account only those poles of
Ex(k) which are due to dopplerons. We rewrite (5.1)
by introducing a new integration variable q = qui 21T
6.(y)
.u\; ~J
T(y)= i6.'(0) =I;Z,

cos (2nqy/u)

()

dqqi~+(S.. -S.//SY<l)

5.3

where S/lll stand for the correspondin~ expr:ssio~s in
the square brackets in (3.17); the quantity, IS defmed
in (4.5). In the integral with respect to q, the oscillating cosine is represented in the form of a half-sum of
two exponentials. The solution of the dispersion equation (4.4) with respect to the wave number k is doublevalued, one of the values lying in the upper half-plane
of the complex variable q, and the other in the lower
half-plane. Accordingly" it is necessary to take into
account only one of the two doppleron poles with given
number n in each of the integrals containing a definite
exponential. As a result, the summary contribution
from these poles is described by the formula

damping. In other words, the distribution of the field is
a superposition of weakly-damped dopplerons with one
frequency and with different wave numbers, such that
their imaginary part Pn is equal to zero.
It was indicated at the end of the preceding section
that when the magnetic field is varied the multiple
dopplerons (even with relatively small numbers, see
(4.10)) acquire a large imaginary part Pn. This means
that with increaSing H there should be a decrease in the
number of terms in the sum (5.4). This leads in turn to a
change in the form of the oscillating dependence of the
amplitude of the electromagnetic field inside the metal.
If the sum of (5.4) contains in the region of weaker
magnetic fields several terms with approximately equal
amplitudes, then their interference causes the electromagnetic field in a metal to be a periodic system of
narrow spikes separated by relatively broad minima.
With decreaSing number of interfering dopplerons, the
field distribution in the metal becomes more nearly
harmonic. It is precisely this variation of the form of
the oscillations of the amplitude of the size effect which
.
" b
was observed by Perrm,
Welsbuch,
and Li c h ab er [15]
in measurements of the surface impedance of a copper
plate. The experimental conditions were as follows:
normal to the surface of the plane n II l110), vector
H II [i12), electric field vector E II [lil]; plate thickness
y = d = 2.45 X 10- 2 cm, and frequency w12~ = 4.45 MHz.
In this case the electron trajectories passmg through
the "necks" of the Fermi surfaces of copper are open,
almost periodic, and very similar to the trajectories
shown in Fig. 1. The first dozen of oscillations in
fields apprOximately up to 10 kOe have patently anharmonic forms (narrow maxima and broad minima with
fine structure) whereas the subsequent oscillations become more harmonic (the fine structure disappears and
the minima and maxima have practically the same
shape). We assume that the size-effect curve give.n in
Fig. 4 of[15] can be explained by using the mechamsm
proposed in the present article for excitation of dopplerons on open electron orbits.

l = II (1 - iWT 1 is the effective mean free path of the
electrons in the high-frequency field, and land Tare
the length and time of the free path of the electrons on
the open periodic orbits. The sum in (5.4) contains
those dopplerons which do not experience collisionless
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